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Computer graphics: The term computer graphics involves using a computer to 
create and hold pictorial information and also to adept and manipulate thedisplay 
in different ways. 
 
What is computer graphics 

  
� ا�����ب ه� ����� ����� ������ اد��ل ��  وا��اج ا'&%�ل وا�#�ر ا�!� ��ا���� �ا�����ب 	!�  

 )���� ا����( ه� ��5 ���4 ./ ���ل , 1�2� ./ 0%��/ و.-��,� و�ض ا�#�ر 	���*�ام ا�� �����2
�� ا�����ب وه� ���6 ا����6��ت و��ق و.%�9�ت .�د�� ���7 	�, �  .و�� .#;

0�@�/ آ<�ءة  A2 ب �!�5 ا��ث ا��;�رات�����E , ا'0#�'ت 	�/ ا��CD وا�����ب ا���� 	��D7اي ا19� ا
ا��ع 	%��� 2��#�رة �0!/ 	�'ف ا�%�!�ت 'ن ا�-�/ ا���CD� �!%�1� ا���-�ب .-��.�ت ./ &%5 .���م 
� 14�ز �ض او ./ .�AKLK �M ا'	-�د 	#�رJ اآ�D ./ ا�!-��.�ت ا�!%��	� ��اء آ�E9 �4ول ./ �

  .ا'رO�م او ر���� ��#9 
�>���ود �@��ات ���J  ا�%. Jر�C�9ا E�� ا�����ب 4-��E , ا�-���� ������ ا���� D7ا �>�.6 ا9*<�ض ا�%

���0�-( دورا آ��Dا و.A2 �!1 ا����ة ا�-!.  
  

Applications: 

� �5�D ا�!��ل�  :ر��.�ت ا�����ب A2  5��0 .,�'ت .�-�دة .�1� 

• Computational biology 
• Computational physics 
• Computer-aided design (CAD) 
• Computer simulation 
• Digital art 
• Education 
• Graphic design 
• Information visualization 
• Video Games 
• Web design 
• Architecture 
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 :��ف 9@�-�ض وا�� ./ هJR ا��Dا.Q ا��ا�-� ا'��*�ام

Computer aided design (CAD): 

 )���./ ا'S9!� ا��A.�S9 �D�-�CAD/CAM   A ا��#!�� ا�!@�� 	�����( وا��#��6 ا�!@�� 	��
�!%/ ان   L�!2IC ا��وا � ا'�%��وA2 ��9 ا��وا � ا�!�%�.�� ,�0!� 1�2� ر��م ا����( 	C%5 وا�6 

�A2 U ذاآ�ة ا����( ا������9 !	 )���� ا��  .V*0ن آ��� 

��W ���2 هRا ,�!%/ ��2�0 ا�%��� ./ ا�,�1 وا��CAD   EO	���*�ام ال ا��#!�� ا�!@�� 	������ب 
9�D1� ا�D�� ���� ا�-!A2 5 ا�����ب ./ �Lل �� �1��V�0 /%!� JVدوا � ا�%��و��9 4�ه Q.�

��1� وا'��D�رات 5DO ا��6��# 	�ا�;� ا�<�رة و!5 ا��ا �ة ا'�%��و��9 و./ �K ا�4اء ا��-��Lت 
  .computer aided designوهRا .��-�ف 	�ل 

�2@�*�م '�-�ف ا�!compuuter aided manufacturing    6�#وا�!-�وف ب   CAMا.� ال 
 , J��X#0و J���#0 ��� �K )���� ا��و�@�*�م )ا.� 	���#��� او 	������ب (2���#!�� ���� 

  .آ���ع ��<� ا��وا � ا'�%��و��9 

 

Classification of computer graphics 

Aوه /��9 �  :�!%/ U��#0 ا����م  ا�

Non interactive graphics : ر��م A5 وه��� �!%/ ����0ه� A2 ا�����ب و' �2�0 ا.%�0 ��9<��>0 ��[
  ..�5 ا�-�ب ا�<���� وا'9L�ت ا�!���آ� , ا�!@�*�م .-1� 

Interactive graphics : ى���	 JV�1,�	 ا�#�رة ���2�0 ��!@�*�م 	-[ ا�@�;�ة  Aا����م ا�� Aه
  ..�5 ا�<�رة او  ا���� ا�A �M اV14ة ا'د��ل 

��� ا0#�ل 	�0,�ه�/ 	�/ ا�����D وا�!@�<�� �2�0 ا���� ا'&�رة ا�!���� ./ 14�ز ,�م ا��<���!�د '�	
 �D���. ^��;	 ه�ة�Mا�#�رة ا� W���  .ا'د��ل �!%/ 0

�!@�<�� 2�ن ا�#�رة ��ف ��X�0 �2ر�� ا��,�	� '�-�زا0�� �D@���	.  

How the interactive graphics display works: 

  :و��ض ا�&�رة �#" !�!  ا�����ب ��� ���� ��ث ����� ا���� وه
	�� ���ء 
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1- A digital memory, or frame buffer. 
��!Oا���� ا�� /. �-Dا� �� ��K �2�>#. 5%& �� Jه��Mن ا�#�رة ا�V� ��� �1�2و. 

2- A monitor. 
 ���ض ا�#�رة وهDC0 A� ا���<�ز ا�-�دي .6 �م ا���ا 1�  ���!دوا � ا'���D�ل و1�2� 0,�ي 

 .و`D_ ا�!�4�
3- A display controller. 

�����ت ا�Rاآ�ة ا��interface ( ��!O(�!�5 وا�14 	@�;� . ����ا�� ) digital memory(���م 	�
  ).moniter(&�&� ا�-�ض 

  
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

� ا'5O ,�,( ان ��� ار��ل ا�#�رJ 	#�رة .@�!�J و.��ا��� ا�� &�&� ا�-�ض �  ..�ة 	����30 ��9
� &%5 9!�ذج ./ ا'رO�م ا���� ��   A2frame buffer دا�5 � Jن ا�#�رV� ���)bibnary digital 
number  ( Jر�#�0!�5 .#<��2 .@�;��� ./ ا�-���7 ا'����� � Aوا��)picture element  ( Aوا��

  �!@0pixel  ب�����  &�&� ا����ان  �X7ا�D�-� يRوا� .  
  

) frame buffer(A2 ال ) A2 )pixels ا	@_ ���� �*Vن ا�#�رة ./ ا'	�[ وا'��د �!%/ 0!��5 ال
O���	 �zero  ن ا'��د  و����ن ا'	�[   �1�.  

  
This mean:- 
When the bit = 0  that mean  black 
When the bit=  1 that mean   white 
 

ا�!�-�DO� ./ ال ا�Rاآ�ة و0����O 5!1� ا�� .����`�ه� ./   bytes	��اءة ال   ���display controllerم ال 
وهJR ا'&�رات ��� 1��RX0� ا�� &�&� ا�-�ض  '�9�ج 9!�ذج ا�#�رة ./ ا'	�[  )ا����`���(ا&�رة ا�<����

  .وا'��د
  

• ������ت   �� ا���4� ا�. ��X0 ),� ه�ة�Mا�#�رة ا� ��X0frame buffer   ���,5 ا�%C5 ا��!��. 

 

 

digital memory 

display 
controller 

 

monitor 
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(0,0) 

X+X- 

Y+ 

Y- 

Cartesian coordinate system 
 
A coordinate system provide a framework for translating geometric ideas into 
numerical expressions.In a two-dimensional plane, we pick any point and single it 
out as a reference point called the origin. Through the origin we construct 
two perpendicular number lines called axes. These are labeled the X axis and the Y 
axis. Any point in two dimensions in this X-Y plane can be specified by a pair of 
numbers, the first number is for the X axis, and the second number is for the Y 
axis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphical user interface: 
 
The aspects of the user interface of a program are the parts of the program that link 
the user to the computer and enable him to control it. 
A good user interface makes the program not only easy to use and learn but also 
easier to operate and more efficient and vis versa.  

���م ��
����ب و����� � ا
	���ة ���� 	�
���م ا
#��ة ه& , ه� ا
#"ء ا
�	 ول �� ر�� ا	�
وا()' ا
�ت اآ-� آ+�*' ����
�4�5 و�3�2 وا()' �012/ 
�6���ام وا
 6(� 7�8�9
�& 2#5/ ا
  . ا

Graphics Devices: 

52��9 ال plotters   , laser printer plotters   وfilms  ,storge tube ,  

Ray tube(CRT) raster scan cathode  رة�;
4��2 ا�A@ ا8?�' , � ا<-�' ��= ا()"ة ��ض ا
  . Ray tube(CRT) raster scan cathodeر��م ا
����ب ا
��ع 
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  :وه& ) 6E �)��)CRTث ا�8اع 1)�رة � ��C2'  ا()"ة ا
�5ض 

1- Direct view storage tube display. 
 
2- Calligraphic refresh display. 

3- Raster scan refresh display. 

3�5' و3)4  ا�����ت ال  9ICRT/ ا
�9ء �����5اض ���C2ت ال  @#�CRT.  

cathode ray tube (CRT): 

� ه��e  إ�%��وA9ه� 7!�م : )cathode ray tube (�/�م ا�-,�ع ا�*���دي����M�2 Q� ./ ا�f%��و9�ت 
^�Oع د�-& ,J�95 اد%Cا� A2 /�D. �!وآ.  

 

0�i اV14hة �0�%� أO;�ب . وA2 أV14ة ا���<Vة  ا��ادارو�@�*�م هRا ا�#!�م ا�f%��وA2 A9 أV14ة  A2
� ا9��اف &-�ع ا�f%��و9�ت ا���&�e ./ ا��;( ا�@��( ���� و5!-0 Cا� �D4�. ��	�1د (آ�K�آcathode (

 �e�M. �;�9 ث��� &�&� ا�#!�م �2� 6��� .���Cار ا���. ���X�	اف  و��� أO;�ب ا���%� �!%/ ا9�
�!S��. �ه���� L%& أو ����. ����� A9و��%�fع ا�-Cت . ا��&�& A2 ة وV>�0@�-!5  ا�����بوA2 أV14ة ا��

�!%/ 	�ا�;�1� ا���%� A2 ا9��اف &-�ع ا�f%��و9�ت ��X;�� .�ي  .,�ل آ�1و.�D���A@����X�ت �9f�ج 
 .زوا�� آ��Dة 
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��� ./ ��%�ن 7!�م ا�C-�ع ا�%��Kدي ./ X. �	�D94�جأVض  ا��-�� �&�C	 A1��0و A-!O 5%C	 6@�0 .
� ه��e 5��2 ���� ا�f%��و9�ت  ا�!A2 �4��_D1 أول ا�D9hب ا�%��Kد أو .  ا��1اءوا�D9hب .<�غ ./ �( ،

9��  ا�f%��9�ت-�ع و�*�ج & �	R,�.�-#!ب 0- ا��;O-�ة أ	و�!�  ���Cع ا�!�4( ا��-Cا� V�0آ� �� 5!
 �&�C�� � ��� ��  . A2	lرة 

�<�ت آ�1	� ���Vّود ا�D9hب  •!	 Deflection Coils ) JL� ����0 ) أ�S9 ا�C%5 أ�.,�ل 5!-0 
A@����X.آ�1و  ��� �4�0� &-�ع ا�f%��ون ، وا��9��� .���	-� � Jور�	ذو �0دد ���6 �-!5 

�Cا� ���د 9 A2 �&�Cا� ���@. A;X� ��� ، �;�9 �./ ا����ط  1024*  625&� ./ �9;� إ�
  .��%��/ ا�#�رة

• Type of graphics devices 
 

1- Storage Tube Graphics Displays 
 This storage tube display, also called a bistable storage tube, can  be considered a 
CRT with a long persistence phosphor. A line or character will remain visible up to 
a hour until erased. To draw a line on the display the intensity of the electron beam 
is increased sufficiently to cause the phosphor to assume its permanent bright 
“storage”. The display is erased by flooding the entire tube with a specific voltage 
which causes the phosphor to assume its dark state. 


L 2	�= ب ,   CRTه� �8ع �Kص � ا�8اع ال M
52��9 ا
N�1' آ��ع � ا�8اع ا
Mاآ�ة Storage 
Tube  ,. ��D0 �&�Cن ا�' ��� ��� 0!�� ا���� J��>� �1����<�M 	��@;�ع 	-� 0@��_ &-�ع ا'�%��و9�ت 

���ت ذات �����2 .-��� C�2[ ./ ا� _��@�	 �&�Cا� t@. /��و��A2 �7  1960ا��*�م 	%��ة 	�ا�� ال .�
 computer terminal. ا�!�;�ت ا�;���2 

•  A ا�C-ذاآ�ة ا���7ل ا� ��<� A2 ذا�i ا��RAM (EO('���4 ا�%. E9�آ Aوا��.  
 

Features of storage tube graphics display 

1- Storage tube display is flicker free 

	��ع< �� "���2  .  

2- Capable of displaying an unlimited number of vectors 
�#)�ت�
��ود � ا ��A د�� ��
�2 =�� '����C
 ).ا
���ط(ا

3- Resolution is typically 1024 X 1024 addressable points on an 8 X 8 
inch square or 4096 X 4096 on either 14 X 14 or an 18 X 18 
inch square. 

3- Display of dynamic motion or animation is not possible. 
����م ا.%���9 �ض ا����م ا��<�.  

5- A storage tube display is a line drawing or random scan display. 
This means that a line (vector) can be drawn directly from any 
addressable point to any other addressable point. 
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This device plots continuous lines and curves rather than separate 
pixels. 

� ر�� اي .�,� .D�&�ة ./ اي �9;� ا�� �9;� ا��ى 	�' ./  ا����ط ا�!<#��� � �1���	�O. 
6- A storage tube display is easier to program than a calligraphic or 
raster scan refresh display. 

����Cت ا<�Kى

��Cر�8 R ا�� ��#�� �(�
�(	� "���2.  
7- The level of interactivity is lower than with either a refresh or 
raster scan display. 

��5 .��ر�9 	�������ت ا'��ىO �1�2 ��� ..@��ى ا��<�
2-The Calligraphic Refresh graphics display 
 

A Calligraphic (line drawing or vector) refresh CRT display uses a very 
short persistence phosphor. These displays are frequently called random scan 
display. Because of the short persistence of the phosphor, the picture painted on the 
CRT must be repainted or refreshed many times each second. The minimum 
refresh rate is at least 30 times each second. Refresh rates much lower than 30 
times each second result in a flickering image. 

  
The basic calligraphic refresh display requires two elements in addition to the 
CRT. These are the display buffer and the display controller . The display buffer 
is contiguous memory containing all the information required to draw the picture 
on the CRT. The display controller’s function is to repeatedly cycle through this 
information at the refresh rate. Two factors which limit the complexity (number 
of vectors displayed) of the picture are the size of the display buffer 
and the speed of the display controller. A further limitation is the speed at which 
picture information can be processed. 

 
Features of calligraphic refresh displays 
 

1- It is a vector graphics display 
2- Resolution is the same as storage tube display 
3-Employee the concept of picture segmentation that support the interactive 
graphics programs. 

+)�م ال  ST�2segmentation م����� ���  .وا�Rي 	�ورJ ���2 و��� ا��<�
3- Raster refresh graphics display 

A raster CRT graphics devices can be considered a matrix of discrete cells 
each of which can be made bright. Thus it is a point plotting devices. 
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It is not possible except in special cases to directly draw a straight line from one 
addressable point, or pixel in the matrix to another addressable point, or pixel. The 
line can only approximated by a series of dots (pixels) close to the path of the line. 
Only in the special cases of completely horizontal, vertical or 45 degree lines will a 
straight line result. All other lines will appear as a series of stair steps. This is 
called aliasing. 

 ��� &%5 .#<�2� ./ ا�*�L� ا�!�<#���� V�!�0 	@;�ع .-�/ آV�!�0, 5 هJR ا������ 	-�ض ا�#�رة �
  .هA ا��� ر�� ا���;� ,

!�دي  ^�X. ت ���7 و.�1� و�4د .@�ر'�� A2 'ا��ى ا �./ ]�� ا�!!%/ ر�� �_ .D�&� ./ �9;� ا�
� ب  45او اA�2 او 	�ر�4 !@0 Aوا��  �در4aliasing  J�9اد /�D. �!وآ.  

 

The most common method of implementing a raster CRT graphics device utilize a 
frame buffer. A frame buffer is a large,contiguous piece of computer memory. As a 
minimum there is one memory bit for each location or pixel in the raster. This 
amount of memory is called a bit plane. 
A 512 X 512 element square raster requires 2^18 memory bits in a single bit plane. The 
picture is built up in the frame buffer 1 bit at a time. 

�#�ورV  3& ذاآ�ة  V�!�0frame buffer هJR ا������ 	��4ب �2�0 ال  '�8"K RIا�وا
Mي ��-/ 
���C'. ا
����ب

)VM ا �2-��)� ���� ���I /I(اraster(  �Xه& واbit    /�
pixel   ن��
�& �2-/ ا
وا

  . ا<��Z وا<��د

Resolution 

The maximum number of points (pixels) which a line can have is a measure of the 
resolution of the display device. The greater the number of points, the higher the 
resolution. Resolution is the number of visibly distinct dots that can be displayed 
in a given area of the screen 
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Line Drawing algorithms 
 

� &�&� ا���� ه� ا���;��وا���D�-0 A ا�X7 و��ة �ض ��pixel ( W(ا�-�#� ا'���A ���� اي �_ 

 /. ��Dد آ� /. A9��Dد�� �0%�ن  آ5 &�&�ت ا�-�ض ا��!ا�<�ق 	��1!� , ا����ط .� �D0	C%5 �;�ط ا���2 و

��5 ا��ا�v 0%�ن ا����ط آ��Dة �D@9� وهA>2 CGA   A .1�يء ا����,ه� A2 �,� ا���;� � 320ذو 9!_ ا��

��VGA  )Very High Resolution Graphic Adapter ( 5ا.� .1�يء ا����  200*�ذو �Oة ا��

  . آ�!� زاد �د ا����ط آ�!� زادت ا���O .) 480*640(ا�-���� و�9�ط ��X7ة 

��Ol!اآ�ة ا�Rا� A2 �1� ��0���� ��O ا�!�ا6O ا�!��	 ��� �&�Cا� ������ اي �9;� �� )frame buffer(   ان W��

 �D��@ا� ��[ ����/ ) X,Y(آ5 �9;� ��� ا���7ل ا�� �1	Vوج ./ ا���� ا�# U�و��� ا`�ء10� 	��ن .*�

 ��>�  .��ن ا�*

� &�&� ا���� �@�*�م ا'�4اء h`�ءة � �>��*. 6Oا�. �� �>�    :�9�ط .*�

Procedure PutPixel ( X,Y: integer, Color:word); 

 6O�!��	 �;ا ا'�4اء ا`�ءة ا���R1	 ��� W��)x,y ( ن����X 	��%�ل   colorوا�	.  

Example: 

PutPixel(10,10,yellow); 

�ة ا.�ر 0��د �4دة اي ��ارز.��  i��ه� Aا�*_ وه ����:  

  .�,( ان �1M0 	#�رة .@���!� – 1

2 – ���O#�رة د	ا�*;�ط  A1��0 ان ),�.  

3 – ��	�K �2�ان 0%�ن �1� آ� ),�.  

� ��ارز.�� ا���� – 4��. 

1: straight line may be defined by two endpoints and an equation 
 
If the two endpoints used to specify a line are (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) ,then the 

equation of the line is used to describe the X , Y coordinates of all the pointes that 
lie between these two endpoints. 
The equation of the straight line is : 
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Y= A+ BX 

                                                                       ∆ Y 
Where ( B ) is the slope of the line     B= 
                                                                       ∆ X 
and ( A ) is the Y intercept. 
The Y values of the pointes of the line can be calculated using the above equation, 
by incrementing X values from X1 to X2 and substitute it in the line equation. 
Note : The slope between any point (X,Y) on the line and (X1,Y1) is the same as 
the slope between (X2,Y2) and (X1,X2). 
  

 
Y-Y1             Y2-Y1 

= 
X-X1              X2-X1 

 
2 : DDA (Digital Differential Analyzer) algorithm 

The DDA algorithm generates lines from their differential equations. 

We calculate the length of the line in the X direction ( number of pointes) by the 

equation : 

ABS (X2-X1) 

and calculate the length of the line in the Y direction ( number of pointes) by the 

Equation : 

ABS (Y2-Y1) 

Where ABS is a function takes the positive of the arguments. 

The Length estimates is equal to the larger of the magnitudes of the above two 

equations. 

The increment steps ( dX and dY ) are used to increment the X and Y coordinates 

for the next pointes to be plotted 
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                   X2 – X1                                                        Y2 – Y1 
dX=                                                              dY= 
               Larger Length                                            Larger Length 

 
 
 
 
Algorithm   DDA 
 

Start 
If ABS( X2-X1) > ABS (Y2-Y1) Then 

Length=ABS (X2-X1) 
Else 

Length=ABS (Y2-Y1) 

dX = (X2-X1) / Length 

dY = (Y2-Y1) / Length 

X=X1+ 0.5  
Y=Y1+ 0.5  
For I=1 to Length 

  Begin 
Plot(Int(X) , Int (Y)) 
X=X+dX 
Y=Y+dY 

End 

Finish 
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 Example 1 : Consider the line from (0,0) to (5,5) Use DDA to rasterize the 
line. 

Sol 1 : 
X1=0 ; Y1=0 ; X2=5 ; Y2=5 ; Length=5 

dX=1 ; dY=1 ; X=0.5 ; Y=0.5 

 

Note : the integer part of X and Y are used in plotting the line. 

This would normally have the effect of truncating rather then rounding so we 

initialize the DDA with the value 0.5 in each of the fractional parts to achieve true 

rounding. One advantage of this arrangement is that it allows us to detect changes 

in X and Y and hence to avoid plotting the same point twice. 

 

Features of DDA 

1- The algorithm is orientation dependent 

2- The end point accuracy deteriorates 

3- The algorithm suffer from the fact that it must be performed using floating point 

arithmetic 

��.� �%�ن  5% ��4C	 ��.ا�*�ارز JR0-!5 ه dx > = dy ����W أ19�  ا�����ب و� �1�%	�e�; �4ًا 
� أرO�م ذات����ت ! )�;�0 �! � �� .#�C� tDً� �4ًا 2}ن ا�!@���� � dx < dy أ.� إذا آ�ن .7�2
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3 : Bresenham's algorithm 

Bresenham algorithm seeks to select the optimum raster locations to represent a 

straight line. To accomplish this the algorithm always increment by one unit in 

either X or Y depending on the slop of the line. The slop of the line represent the 

error between the location of the real line and the location of the drawn line. 

The algorithm is cleverly constructed so that only the sign of this error need be 

examined. 

Bresenham algorithm for the first octant : { 0 ≤ ∆Y ≤ ∆X } 

Start 

   X=X1 
  Y=Y1 

 
DX=X2-X1 
DY=Y2-Y1 
 
E= (DY / DX) – 0.5 
 
For I=1 to DX 
Begin 

Plot (X,Y) 
While (E ≥ 0 ) 

Y=Y+1 
E=E-1 

End While 
 
X=X+1 
E=E + ( DY / DX ) 

         End     
 Finish 
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4 : Integer Bresenham algorithm 

Bresenham algorithm requires the use of floating point arithmetic and division to 

calculate the slop of the line and to evaluate the error term. The speed of the 

algorithm can be increased by using integer arithmetic and eliminating the  

division. 

Since only the sign of the error term is important , the simple transformation 

 _ 

 E = E * 2 * ∆X 

 

of the error term in the previous algorithm yields an integer algorithm. This allows 

the algorithm to be efficiently implemented in hardware. 

 

So    :   E= {  (DY / DX) – 0.5 } * 2 ∆X               E= 2 ∆Y - ∆X 

 E= {   E-1  } * 2 ∆X                       E= E - 2 ∆X 

 E= {  E + ( DY / DX ) } * 2 ∆X              E = E+ 2 ∆Y 

Bresenham's integer algorithm for the first octant { 0 ≤ ∆Y ≤ ∆X } 

i.e. slop between zero and one 

 
Example 3 : Consider the line from (0,0) to (5,5) Rasterize the line with 
Bresenham algorithm 
 
Sol 3 : X=0 ; Y=0 ; DX=5 ; DY=5 ; E=0.5 
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Start 

 X=X1 

 Y=Y1 

 dX=X2-X1 

 dY=Y2-Y1 

 E= 2 ∆Y - ∆X 

 For I=1 to dX 

  Begin 

   Plot  (X , Y) 

   While (E ≥  0 ) 

   Begin 

    Y=Y+1 

    E= E - 2 ∆X 

   End While 

   X=X+1 

   E = E+ 2 ∆Y 

 Next I       Finish 
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5 : General Bresenham's algorithm 

A full implementation of Bresenham algorithm requires modification for lying in 
the other octanats. These can easily be developed by considering quadrant in which 
the line lies and its slope. When the absolute magnitude of the slop of the line is > 
1 ,Y is incremented by one end Bresenham error is used to determine when to 
increment X. Whether X or Y incremented by +(-) 1 depends on the quadrant. 

General Bresenham's algorithm for all quadrants 

X=X1 
Y=Y1 
dX=Abs (X2-X1) 
dY=Abs(Y2-Y1) 
S1=Sign (X2-X1) 
S2=Sign (Y2-Y1) 
If dY > dX Then 
 Begin 
  T=dX : dX=dY : dY=T : Interchange=1 
 End 
 Else 
  Interchange =0 
End If 
 E= 2 dy - dx 
 For I=1 to dX 
  Plot (X,Y) 
  While ( E ≥ 0) 
   Begin 
    If Interchange=1        Then X=X + S1 
     Else Y= Y + S2 
    End If 
    E= E - 2 dx 
  End While 
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  If Interchange=1         Then Y=Y + S2 
       Else   X=X + S1 
  End If 
  E = E+ 2 dy 
 Next I 

Finish 

Example 4 : Draw the line from (0,0) to (-8,-4) using General Bresenham 
algorithm 
Sol 4 : X=0 ; Y=0 ; dX=8 ; dY=4 ; S1=-1 ; S2=-1         Because dX>dY then 
Interchange=0 ; E=0 
 

 
8 (-7,-4)    

  0 -8 -4 
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 Circle Drawing algorithms 
 

1- Bresenham algorithm for circle drawing( Mid point algorithm): 
 

To begin with circle drawing, note that only one octant of the circle need to be 

generated. The other parts can be obtained by successive reflections. To drive 

Bresenham circle generation algorithm , consider the first quadrant of the origin 

centered circle. Notice that, if the algorithm begins at X=0 and Y=R (R is the 

radius ) , then for clockwise generation of the circle Y is a monotonically 

decreasing function of X in the first quadrant. Similarly if the algorithm begins at 

Y=0 and X=R then for counterclockwise generation of the circle, X is a decreasing 

function of Y. 

For clockwise generation of the circle there are only three possible selections for 

the next pixel which best represent the circle: 

1- Horizontal to the right 

2- Diagonally downward to the right 

3- Vertically downward  

                                   These are labeled MH , MD , MV 
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The algorithm chose the pixel ( the movement )which minimize the square of the 

distance between one of these pixels and the true circle 

 

The distance in the three cases are measured by : 

Case 1 : MH = | (Xi+1)^2 + (Yi)^2 - R^2 | 

Case 2 : MD = | (Xi+1)^2 + (Yi-1)^2 - R^2 | 

Case 3 : MV = | (Xi)^2 + (Yi-1)^2 - R^2 | 

The difference between the square of the distance from the center of the circle to 

the diagonal pixel at (Xi+1 , Yi-1) and the distance to a point on the circle R^2 is 

Di= (Xi+1)^2 + (Yi-1)^2 – R^2 

 

1- If Di<0 then the diagonal point (Xi+1,Yi-1) is inside the actual circle i.e. we use     

case 1 or case 2 . 

It is clear that either the pixel at (Xi+1,Yi) == MH or that the pixel  

at (Xi+1,Yi-1) == MD must be chosen. 

 

ə = | (Xi+1)^2 + (Yi)^2 – R^2| - | (Xi+1)^2 + (Yi-1)̂2 – R^2| 

 

if  ə <0 then the difference from the actual circle to the diagonal pixel (MD) is 

greater than that to the horizontal pixel (MH). 

If ə <0 choose MH (Xi+1,Yi) 

If ə >0 choose MD (Xi+1, Yi-1) 

The horizontal move has been selected when ə=0 ; i.e. when the distance are equal. 
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2- if Di>0 then the diagonal point (Xi+1,Yi-1) is outside the actual circle i.e. we 

use case 2 or case 3 . 

β = | (Xi+1)^2 + (Yi-1)^2 – R^2 | - | (Xi)^2 + (Yi-1)^2 + R^2 | 

 

           if β <=0 choose MD (Xi+1, Yi-1) 

if β >0 choose MV (Xi , Yi-1) 

3- if Di=0 then we choose the pixel at (Xi+1 , Yi-1) i.e. MD 

Summery 

1- Di < 0 

ə ≤ 0 , then choose pixel at (Xi+1 , Yi) i.e. MH 

ə > 0 , then choose pixel at (Xi+1 , Yi-1) i.e. MD 

2- Di > 0 

β ≤ 0 , then choose pixel at (Xi+1 , Yi-1) i.e. MD 

β > 0 , then choose pixel at (Xi , Yi-1) i.e. MV 

3- Di = 0 

choose pixel at (Xi+1 , Yi-1) i.e. MD 
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Bresenham circle algorithm (for the first quadrant) 

Xi=0 

Yi=R 

Di= 2 (1-R) 

Limit = 0 

1: Plot (Xi , Yi) 

If Yi ≤ Limit then goto 4 

If Di < 0 then goto 2 

If Di > 0 then goto 3 

If Di = 0 then goto 20 

2: ə = 2Di + 2Yi -1 

If ə ≤ 0 then goto 10 

If ə > 0 then goto 20 

3: β= 2Di – 2X1 -1 

If β ≤ 0 then goto 20 

If β > 0 then goto 30 

10: Xi = Xi + 1 { MH } 

Di = Di + 2Xi + 1 

Goto 1 

20: Xi = Xi +1 { MD } 

Yi = Yi - 1 

Di = Di + 2Xi – 2Yi + 2 

Goto 1 

30: Yi = Yi -1 { MV } 

Di = Di – 2Yi + 1 

Goto 1 

4: Finish 
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Example :Draw a circle with R=4 

 

This algorithm drawled one quadrant ,and if we want to draw another quadrants we 
should us symmetry property  on the circle that shows below . 

 

 

Thus, at every stage, we can generate 8 points, as shown below 

(xc+x,yc+y)  ,   (xc-x,yc+y)  ,  (xc+x,yc-y),    (xc-x,yc-y)   , 

(xc+y,yc+x)  ,     (xc+y,yc-x)  , (xc-y,yc-x) ,  (xc-y,yc-x) 
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2- Parametric polar representation for

The two polar coordinates
coordinates x and y

 X= Xc  +  R * 

Y=  Yc +  R  * 

 

Where ø  is measured in radi

 

Allows a uniform spacing via the

 ø variable. 

 ø step size is often set to be 1/r.

���� ا��ا �ة �,( 0���5 ا�Vاو�� ./ ا����س 
  .و��� ذ�L� /. iل ا�!-�د�� ا������ 

Question : write procedure to draw circle by using polar representation .

               Graphics 
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polar representation for circle: 

The two polar coordinates r and θ can be converted 
y by using the trigonometric functions sine and cosine:

 Cos(ø)       

* Sin (ø)       

Where ø  is measured in radians . 

Allows a uniform spacing via the  

step size is often set to be 1/r. 

 Q.�9�D5 ا�! ������ ا��ا �ة �,( 0���5 ا�Vاو�� ./ ا����س 
و��� ذ�L� /. iل ا�!-�د�� ا������  ا�@���A ا�� ا����س U#9 ا��;�ي

   Π      /180*  ا�Vاو��  

=3.14285  

Question : write procedure to draw circle by using polar representation .

2010 

 can be converted to the Cartesian 
sine and cosine: 

 

 

 

�S�L. : Q.�9�D5 ا�! ��
ا�@���A ا�� ا����س U#9 ا��;�ي

ø    =  او��Vا�

�.��  Π   =

Question : write procedure to draw circle by using polar representation . 
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Spiral: 

What is a spiral? A spiral is a curve in the plane or in the space, which runs 
around a centre in a special way.  
 

You can add half circles growing step by  

step to get spirals. 

Spiral can be plotted by gradually increasing  

Radius  where plotting a circle . 

Q: write procedure to draw spiral ? 

Procedure spiral (xc , yc: integer ; r:real); 

  Var 

        n,x,y:real;        i:integer; 

        Begin 

                i:=-1; 

                While (r < 200) do 

                Begin 

                     i:=i+1;n:=i*pi/180 ;                     R:=R+0.02; 

                     x:=xc+r*cos(n);                               y:=yc+r*sin(n); 

                     putpixel(trunc( x),trunc( y),red);          delay(1000); 

                 End; 

          End; 
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Ellipse: An ellipse is a smooth closed curve which is symmetric about its 
horizontal and vertical axes. 

An ellipse can be represented parametrically by the equations x = a cos θ 
and y = b sin θ, where x and y are the rectangular coordinates of any point 
on the ellipse, and the parameter θ is the angle at the center measured from 
the x-axis anticlockwise. This is one method of drawing an ellipse, called 

the concentric circlemethod 

x = xc +  A* cos θ 

y = yc +  B*  sin θ 

 

Q: write procedure to draw ellipse ? 

procedure spiral(xc,yc,a,b:integer); 

  Var 

        n,x,y:real;        i:integer; 

        Begin 

                i:=-1; 

                While(i< 360) do 

                Begin 

                     i:=i+1;n:=i*pi/180 ; 

                     x:=xc+a*cos(n);                     y:=yc+b*sin(n); 

                     putpixel(trunc( x),trunc( y),red);                     delay(1000); 

                 end;          end; 
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Chapter 2 

 TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORMATION 

  Introduction  

As stated earlier, Computer Aided Design consists of three components, namely, 

Design (Geometric Modeling), Analysis (FEA, etc), and Visualization (Computer 

Graphics). Geometric Modeling provides a mathematical description of a geometric 

object - point, line, conic section, surface, or a solid. Visualization deals with creation 

of visual effects, e.g., creation of pie charts, contour plots, shading, animation, etc. 

Computer graphics provides visual displays and manipulations of objects, e.g., 

transformation, editing, printing, etc. Fortran and visual C languages are used to 

effect these operations. Transformation is the backbone of computer graphics, 

enabling us to manipulate the shape, size, and location of the object. It can be used to 

effect the following changes in a geometric object:  

• Change the location  

• Change the Shape  

• Change the size  

• Rotate  

• Copy  

• Generate a surface from a line  

• Generate a solid from a surface  

• Animate the object  
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Two-Dimensional Transformation  

Geometric transformations have numerous applications in geometric modeling, 

e.g., manipulation of size, shape, and location of an object. To develop an easier 

understanding of transformations, we will first study the two-dimensional 

transformations and then extend it to the study of three-dimensional 

transformations. Until we get to the discussion of surfaces and solids, we will limit 

our discussion of transformation to only the simple cases of scaling, translation, 

rotation, and the combinations of these. Applications of transformations will 

become apparent when we discuss the surface and solid modeling.  

There are two types of transformations:  

Modeling Transformation: this transformation alters the coordinate values of the 

object. Basic operations are scaling, translation, rotation and, combination of 

one or more of these basic transformations. Examples of these transformations 

can be easily found in any commercial CAD software. For instance, AutoCAD 

uses SCALE, MOVE, and ROTATE commands for scaling, translation, and 

rotation transformations, respectively.  

Visual Transformation: In this transformation there is no change in either the 
geometry or the coordinates of the object. A copy of the object is placed at the 
desired sight, without changing the coordinate values of the object. In AutoCAD, 
the ZOOM ,and the motion of a car in a scene, we can keep the car fixed while 
moving the background scenery examples of visual transformation.  
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Basic Modeling Transformations  

There are three basic modeling transformations: Scaling, Translation, and 

Rotation. Other transformations, which are modification or combination of any of 

the basic transformations, are Shearing, Mirroring , copy, etc.  

Let us look at the procedure for carrying out basic transformations, which are 

based on matrix operation. A transformation can be expressed as 

[P
*
] = [P] [T] 

where, [P
*
] is the new coordinates matrix  

   [P] is the original coordinates matrix, or points matrix  

            [T] is the transformation matrix  

With the z-terms set to zero, the P matrix can be written as, 

The size of this matrix depends on the geometry of the object, e.g., a point is 
defined by a single set of coordinates (x

1
, y

1
, z

1
), a line is defined by two sets of 

coordinates (x
1
, y

1
, z

1
) and (x

2
, y

2
, z

2
), etc. Thus a point matrix will have the size 

1x3, line will be 2x3, etc. A transformation matrix is always written as a 4x4 
matrix, with a basic shape shown below, 
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  (2.2) 

 

 

 

Values of the elements in the matrix will change according to the type of 
transformation being used, as we will see shortly. The transformation matrix 
changes the size, position, and orientation of an object, by mathematically adding, 
or multiplying its coordinate values. We will now discuss the mathematical 
procedure for   translation,scaling, and rotation transformations.  
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1- Scaling  

Scaling is the process of expanding or compressing the dimensions of an object 
(changing the size of an object) , There are two types of scaling transformations: 
uniform and non-uniform. In the uniform scaling, the coordinate values change 
uniformly along the x, y, and z coordinates, where as, in non- uniform scaling, the 
change is not necessarily the same in all the coordinate directions, In scaling 
transformation, the original coordinates of an object are multiplied by the given 
scale factor (SF). 
 
If SF (scale factor) > 1 then the object is enlarged 
If SF (scale factor) < 1 then the object is compressed 
If SF (scale factor) = 1 then the object is unchanged 

1-1 Uniform Scaling  

For uniform scaling, the scaling transformation matrix is given as  

 

Here, s is the scale factor.  

1-2 Non-Uniform Scaling  

Matrix equation of a non-uniform scaling has the form: 
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where, s
x
, s

x
, s

x 
are the scale factors for the x, y, and z coordinates of the object. 

Homogeneous Coordinates  
Before proceeding further, we should review the concept of homogeneous 
coordinate system. Since the points matrix has three columns for the x, y, and z 
values, and a transformation matrix is always 4x4 matrix, the two matrices are 
incompatible for multiplication. A matrix multiplication is compatible only if the 
number of columns in the first matrix equals the number of row in the second 
matrix. For this reason, a points matrix is written as, 

 

Here, we have converted the Cartesian coordinates into homogeneous coordinates 

by adding a 4
th 

column, with unit value in all rows. When a fourth column, with 
values of 1 in each row, is added in the points matrix, the matrix multiplication 
etween the [P] and [T ] becomes compatible. The values (x

1
, y

1
, z

1
, 1) represent the 

coordinates of the point (x1, y1, z1), and the coordinates are called as homogeneous 

coordinates. In homogeneous coordinates, the points (2,3,1), (4,6,2), (6,9,3), 
(8,12,4), represent the same point (2,3,1), along the plane z = 1, z = 2, z = 3, and z 
= 4, respectively. In our subsequent discussion on transformation, we will use 
homogeneous coordinates. 

Example 1: If the triangle A(1,1), B(2,1), C(1,3) is scaled by a factor 2, find the 
new coordinates of the triangle.  

Solution: Writing the points matrix in homogeneous coordinates, we have 
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and the scaling transformation matrix is, 

 

The new points matrix can be evaluated by the equation  

[P
*
] = [P] [T], and by substitution of the P and T values, we get 

 

 

 

Note that the new coordinates represent the original value times the scale factor. The old and 
the new positions of the triangle are shown in the figure. 
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Notice that after a scaling transformation is performed, the new object is located at 
a different position relative to the origin. In fact, in scaling transformation the only 
point that remains fixed is the origin.  
 
If we want to let one point of an object that remains at the same location (fixed), 
scaling can be performed by three steps: 
 
1- Translate the fixed point to the origin, and all the points of the object must be 
moved the same distance and direction that the fixed point moves. 
 
2- Scale the translated object from step one 
 
3- Back translate the scaled object to its original position 
 
Example 2: Scale the rectangle (12,4),(20,4),(12,8),(20,8) with SX=2,SY=2 
so the point (12,4) being the fixed point. 
 
Solution: 
1- Translate the object with TX= -12 and TY= -4 so the point (12,4) lies on the 
origin 
 

(12,4) ===> (0,0) 
(20,4) ===> (8,0) 
(12,8) ===> (0,4) 
(20,8) ===> (8,4) 

2- Scale the object by SX=2 and SY=2 
(0,0) ===> (0 , 0) 
(8,0) ===> (16 , 0) 
(0,4) ===> (0 , 8) 
(8,4) ===> (16 , 8) 

3- Back translate the scaled object with TX= 12 and TY= 4 
(0 , 0) ===> (12 , 4) 
(16 , 0) ===> (28 , 4) 
(0 , 8) ===> (12 ,12) 

(16 ,8) ===> (28 ,12) 
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2- Translation Transformation  

In translation, every point on an object translates exactly the same distance. The 
effect of a translation transformation is that the original coordinate values increase 
or decrease by the amount of the translation along the x, y, and z-axes. For 
example, if line A(2,4), B(5,6) is translated 2 units along the positive x axis and 3 
units along the positive y axis, then the new coordinates of the line would be 

         A’(2+2, 4+3), B’(5+2, 6+3) or 
        A’(4,7), B’(7,9). 

The transformation matrix has the form: 

 

         
 (2.3) 

 

where, x and y are the values of 
translation in the x and y direction, respectively. For translation transformation, the 
matrix equation is  

[P
*

] = [P] [Tt]                                                        (2.4)  

where, [Tt] is the translation transformation matrix.  

Example 2: Translate the rectangle (2,2), (2,8), (10,8), (10,2) 2 units along 
x-axis and 3 units along y-axis.  

Solution: Using the matrix equation for translation, we have  

[P
*
] = [P] [T

t
], substituting the numbers, we get 
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Note that the resultant coordinates are equal to the original x and y values plus the 
2 and 3 units added to these values, respectively. 
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3- Rotation  

We will first consider rotation about the z-axis, which passes through the origin 
(0,0,0), since it is the simplest transformation for understanding the rotation 
transformation. Rotation about an arbitrary axis, other than an axis passing through 
the origin, requires a combination of three or more transformations, as we will see 
later.  

When an object is rotated about the z-axis, all the points on the object rotate in a 
circular arc, and the center of the arc lies at the origin. Similarly, rotation of an 
object about an arbitrary axis has the same relationship with the axis, i.e., all the 
points on the object rotate in a circular arc, and the center of rotation lies at the 
given point through which the axis is passing.  

In rotation, the object is rotated Ǿ about the origin. The convention is that the 
direction of rotation is counterclockwise if Ǿ is a positive angle and clockwise if Ǿ 
is a negative angle. 

 Derivation of the Rotation Transformation Matrix  (about the origin) 

Using trigonometric relations, as given below, we can derive the rotation 
transformation matrix. Let the point P(x, y) be on the circle, located at an angle α, 
as shown. If the point P is rotated an additional angle θ, the new point will have the 
coordinates (x*, y*). The angle and the original coordinate relationship is found as 
follows. 

x = r cos α  
                                Original coordinates of point P.  
y = r sin α  
 

x
* 
= rcos(α + θ)  

The new coordinates.  

y
* 
= rsin(α + θ)  

 

where, α is the angle 
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between the line joining the initial position of the point and the x
angle between  the original and the new position of the point.
 
Using the trigonometric relations, we get, 
 
x* = r (cosα cosθ - sinα sinθ
y* = r (cosα sinθ + sinα cosθ
 
In matrix form we can write these equations as 
                                    

          cos
    
[x* y*] = [ x y]               -
 

In general, the points matrix 
are re-written as: 

Thus, a point or any object can be rotated about the z
coordinates of the object found by the product of the points matrix and the rotation 
matrix, derived here. 

Rotation of an Object about an Arbitrary Axis 
Rotation of a geometric model about an arbitrary axis, other than any of the 
coordinate axes, involves several rotational and translation transformations. When 
we rotate an object about the origin (in 2
Every point on the object rotates along a circular path, with the center of rotation at 
the origin. If we wish to rotate an object about an arbitrary axis, which is 

               Graphics 
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between the line joining the initial position of the point and the x
the original and the new position of the point. 

Using the trigonometric relations, we get,  

α sinθ) = x cosθ - y sinθ  
θ α cosθ) = x sinθ + y cosθ  

In matrix form we can write these equations as  

cosθ     sinθ  
      

- sinθ    cosθ        

In general, the points matrix and the transformation matrix given in equation (2.8) 

Thus, a point or any object can be rotated about the z-axis (in 2
coordinates of the object found by the product of the points matrix and the rotation 

Rotation of an Object about an Arbitrary Axis (about a specific point)
Rotation of a geometric model about an arbitrary axis, other than any of the 
coordinate axes, involves several rotational and translation transformations. When 
we rotate an object about the origin (in 2-D), we in fact rotate it about the z

t on the object rotates along a circular path, with the center of rotation at 
the origin. If we wish to rotate an object about an arbitrary axis, which is 

2010 

between the line joining the initial position of the point and the x-axis, and θ is the 

(2.8)    

and the transformation matrix given in equation (2.8) 

 

axis (in 2-D) and the new 
coordinates of the object found by the product of the points matrix and the rotation 

about a specific point) 
Rotation of a geometric model about an arbitrary axis, other than any of the 
coordinate axes, involves several rotational and translation transformations. When 

D), we in fact rotate it about the z-axis. 
t on the object rotates along a circular path, with the center of rotation at 

the origin. If we wish to rotate an object about an arbitrary axis, which is 
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perpendicular to the xy-plane, we will have to first translate the axis to the origin 
and then rotate the model, and finally, translate so that the axis of rotation is 
restored to its initial position. If we erroneously use the equation (2.9) directly, to 
rotate the object about a fixed axis, and skip the translation of this point to the 
origin, we will in fact end up rotating the object about the z-axis, and not about the 
fixed axis.  

Thus, the rotation of an object about an arbitrary axis, involves three steps:  

Step 1: Translate the fixed axis so that it coincides with the z-axis  

Step 2: Rotate the object about the axis  

Step 3: Translate the fixed axis back to the original position. 

Note: When the fixed axis is translated, the object is also translated. The axis and 
the object go through all the transformations simultaneously.  

We will now illustrate the above procedure by the following example.  

Example 3: Rotate the rectangle (0,0), (2,0), (2, 2), (0, 2) shown below, 30
0 
about 

its centroid and find the new coordinates of the rectangle. 

 

Solution: Centric of the rectangle is at point (1, 1). We will first translate the 
centered to the origin, then rotate the rectangle, and finally, translate the rectangle 
so that the centered is restored to its original position. 

1. Translate the centered to the origin: The matrix equation for this step is  
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2. Rotate the Rectangle 30
0 

 About the z-axis: The matrix equation for this 
step is given as  

[P
*
]
2 
= [P

*
]
1 
[T

r
], where, [P

*
]
1 
is the resultant points matrix obtained in step 1, and 

[T
r
] is the rotation transformation, where θ = 30

0 
. The transformation matrix is, 

  
 
 
3. Translate the Rectangle so that the Centerior Lies at its Original 

Position: The matrix equation for this step is  
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[P
*

]3 = [P
*

]2 [T-t], where [T-t] is the reverse translation matrix, given as 

 

Now we can write the entire matrix equation that combines all the three 
steps outlined above. The equation is,  
 
[P*] = [P] [T t] [T r] [T -t] 

Substituting the values given earlier, we get, 
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The first two columns represent the new coordinates of the rotated rectangle. 
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 Note:: Rotation in clockwise direction :In order to rotate in clockwise direction
the matrix will be 

 

Combined Transformations 
Most applications require the use of more than one basic transformation to achieve 
desired results. As stated earlier, scaling with an arbitrarily fixed point involves 
both scaling and translation. And rotation around a given point, other than the 
origin, involves rotation and translation. We will now consider these combined 
transformations. 

Scaling With an Arbitrary Point 
In uniform scaling, all points and their coordinates are scaled by a factor s. 
Therefore, unless the fixed point is located at (0, 0), it will be moved to a new 
location with coordinates s
point, the fixed point is first moved to the origin and then the object is scaled. 
Finally, the object is translated or moved so that the fixed point is restored to its 
original position. The transformation sequence is,

 [P
*
] = [P] [T

t
] [T

s
] [T

Where, [T
t
] is the translation transformation matrix, for translation of the

fixed point to the origin, 

               Graphics 
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Note:: Rotation in clockwise direction :In order to rotate in clockwise direction

Combined Transformations  
Most applications require the use of more than one basic transformation to achieve 
desired results. As stated earlier, scaling with an arbitrarily fixed point involves 
both scaling and translation. And rotation around a given point, other than the 
origin, involves rotation and translation. We will now consider these combined 

Scaling With an Arbitrary Point  
In uniform scaling, all points and their coordinates are scaled by a factor s. 
Therefore, unless the fixed point is located at (0, 0), it will be moved to a new 
location with coordinates s-times x and s-times y. To scale an object about a fixed 
point, the fixed point is first moved to the origin and then the object is scaled. 
Finally, the object is translated or moved so that the fixed point is restored to its 
original position. The transformation sequence is, 

] [T
-t
]  

] is the translation transformation matrix, for translation of the
ixed point to the origin,  

2010 

Note:: Rotation in clockwise direction :In order to rotate in clockwise direction, 

 

Most applications require the use of more than one basic transformation to achieve 
desired results. As stated earlier, scaling with an arbitrarily fixed point involves 
both scaling and translation. And rotation around a given point, other than the 
origin, involves rotation and translation. We will now consider these combined 

In uniform scaling, all points and their coordinates are scaled by a factor s. 
Therefore, unless the fixed point is located at (0, 0), it will be moved to a new 

le an object about a fixed 
point, the fixed point is first moved to the origin and then the object is scaled. 
Finally, the object is translated or moved so that the fixed point is restored to its 

] is the translation transformation matrix, for translation of the 
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[T
s
] is the scaling transformation matrix, and  

[T-t] is the reverse translation matrix, to restore the fixed point to its 
original position.  

Note: The order of matrix multiplication progresses from left to right and the order 
should not be changed. 

The three transformation matrices [T
t
] [T

s
] [T

-t
] can be concatenated to produce a 

single transformation matrix, which uniformly scales an object while keeping the 
pivot point fixed. Thus, the resultant, concatenated transformation matrix for 
scaling is, 

 

 

The concatenated equation can be used directly instead of the step-by-step matrix 
solution. This form is preferable when writing a CAD program. 

Example : Given the triangle, described by the homogeneous points matrix below, 
scale it by a factor 3/4, keeping the centroid in the same location. Use (a) separate 
matrix operation and (b) condensed matrix for transformation. 
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Solution  
(a) The centroid of the triangle is at,  

 
x = (2+2+5)/3 = 3, and y = (2+5+5)/3 = 4 or the centroid is C(3,4).  

We will first translate the centroid to the origin, then scale the triangle, 
and finally translate it back to the centroid. Translation of triangle to the 
origin will give, 

 

Translating the triangle so that the centroid is positioned at (3, 4), we get 
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(b) The foregoing set of three operations can be reduced to a single operation using 
the condensed matrix with x = 3, and y = 4. See equation (2.10) on page 16.  
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Mirroring  (Reflection):  

In modeling operations, one frequently used operation is mirroring an object. 
Mirroring is a convenient method used for copying an object while preserving its 
features. The mirror transformation is a special case of a negative scaling, as will 
be explained below. 

Let us say, we want to mirror the point A(2,2) about the x-axis, as shown in the 
figure.The new   location of the point, when reflected about the x-axis, will be at 
(2, -2). The point matrix [P*] = [2 -2] can be obtained with the matrix 
transformation given below. 

 

The transformation matrix above is a special case of a non-uniform scaling  

with s
x 
=1 and s

y 
= -1. We can extend this concept to mirroring around the y, z, and 

any arbitrary axis, as will be explained in the following discussion. 

4-1 Mirroring About an Arbitrary Plane  
If mirroring is required about an arbitrary plane, other than one defined by the 

coordinate axes, translation and/or rotation can be used to align the given plane 

with one of the coordinate planes. After mirroring, translation or rotation must be 

done in reverse order to restore the original geometry of the axis.  
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We will use the figure shown below, to illustrate the procedure for mirroring an 

object about an arbitrary plane. We will mirror the given rectangle about a plane 

passing through the line AB and perpendicular to the xy-plane. It should be noted 

that in each of the transformations, the plane and the rectangle have a fixed 

relationship, i.e., when we move the plane (or line AB, the rectangle also moves 

with it. A step-by-step procedure for mirroring the rectangle about the plane 

follows.  

Note: We are using line AB to represent the plane, which passes through it. 

Mirroring can be done only about a plane, and not about a line.  

Step 1: Translate the line AB (i.e., the plane) such that it passes through the origin, 

as shown by the dashed line. 

 


